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The fall semester is here, and a lot of exciting things
are happening in classrooms across the state.
In this issue, we spotlight the programs, best practices
and cultural buy-in that are taking Mississippi’s public
schools to a new level of success and providing quality
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education for all students.
Our cover story (p. 12) features a point of pride for the
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Mississippi Department of Education: After years of behind-the-scenes work
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by administrators and four years of local instruction, the Golden Triangle
Early College High School — Mississippi’s first early college high school —
graduated its inaugural class in May. Forty-one students in that first cohort
walked away with a high school diploma and enough college credits to receive
either an associate degree or a technical certificate from East Mississippi
Community College.
Speaking of new levels of success, the #NextLevelUp Challenge — a social
media campaign focusing on the new literacy requirements for third graders
— helped spread the word throughout the state about why reading is so
fundamental to continued learning (p. 4).
Early literacy skills are also an area of focus at our early learning
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collaboratives (p. 16). These programs help provide increased readiness for
rising kindergartners by developing social, emotional, physical and academic
areas, building language capabilities, providing early detection for learning
deficits and promoting a positive outlook toward education.

ON THE COVER

Additionally, we spotlight the Office of School Improvement’s
Transformation Academy, which specifically targets principals and helps
them develop action plans that allow them to become stronger administrators
(p. 8).
I hope you’ll take the successes contained in this issue and share them
with others to help promote how educators, administrators and business
leaders are coming together to improve the quality of public education in
Mississippi.

Photo courtesy of Michael Stewart, East
Mississippi Community College.
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Members of the Golden Triangle Early
College High School’s inaugural graduating
class gather during a May ceremony at
East Mississippi Community College.
Read more on p. 12.
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Social Media Campaign
Promotes New Reading Standards

Taking Literacy

Next
‘ Level’

to the

Amanda Gronewold

A

video begins with Ciara’s

then a third grade teacher is shown

excited children dances the floss in a

popular song “Level Up”

reviewing reading comprehension

school gymnasium.

playing in the background.

and test-taking strategies with her

These are just a few of the scenes

A smiling elementary school principal

students. As the song’s catchy beat

from numerous videos made by

gives an enthusiastic introduction,

builds to a crescendo, a group of

Mississippi educators that spread

From left to right: West Bolivar Elementary third graders Larae Jackson, Briana Evans and Gesandra Johnson celebrate academic
success in a scene from their school’s #NextLevelUp Challenge video. The celebration helped motivate students for the state
assessment.
School Focus
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across social media like wildfire
during the spring semester. The
videos were created and shared as
part of the #NextLevelUp Challenge, a
campaign launched by the Mississippi
Department of Education (MDE) to
bring awareness to the state’s new
literacy proficiency requirements.

Promoting New Expectations
The Literacy-Based Promotion Act of

West Clay Elementary School fifth graders dance on stage during a program. This
scene was included in the school’s #NextLevelUp Challenge video.

2013 placed a new emphasis on grade-

Facebook pages. Entries concluded

sure we included that song in the video

level reading skills, particularly on

with the school’s principal challenging

somehow.”

students’ progress from kindergarten

an elementary school principal in

through third grade.

Like several of the participating

a different district to participate.

schools, West Clay educators provided

Beginning in the 2014-2015 school

Educators were encouraged to use

hands-on learning opportunities to

year, students scoring at the lowest

the #NextLevelUpChallengeMS and

students in other area schools by

achievement level in reading on the

#NextLevelUp hashtags in their posts.

involving them in the video’s creation.

third grade Mississippi Academic

Each school would have one week

Assessment Program (MAAP) English-

“The high school has always been

from the day they were challenged to

Language Arts Assessment (ELA) were

complete the task.

great to help us out in any way,” Cox

not promoted to the fourth grade
unless they qualified for an exemption.

West Clay Elementary

In 2016, an amendment to the

West Clay Elementary School (West

policy increased those expectations:

Point Consolidated School District)

beginning in the 2018-2019 academic

Principal Brad Cox was among those

year, third graders must score at Level

approached to kickoff the challenge.

3 or above to be promoted.

Unlike most video entries featuring

MDE State Literacy Director

only the Ciara song, West Clay’s video

Kymyona Burk saw the need to ensure

also showed its third graders singing

parents and communities were

along to “The Champion,” a rousing

aware of these new expectations. She

tune featuring country musician

brainstormed ideas with colleagues

Carrie Underwood and hip-hop icon

from

for

Ludacris. Third grade teacher Hannah

Excellence in Education for a social

Pollard previously used the song to

media awareness campaign.

motivate and instruct her students by

Florida’s

Th a t

Foundation

e x e rc i s e

c re a t e d

the

#NextLevelUp Challenge. The rules

having them identify rhyming words

said.

West Bolivar Elementary
West Bolivar Elementary School’s
(West Bolivar Consolidated School
District) video opens with Principal
Addie Miller proudly gesturing to her
staff as they swing their hips to jazzy
music in a hallway.
Teachers and students alike were
thrilled to appear in the video.
“They knew the underlying purpose
of actually leveling up, so they were
excited about that and took ownership
in that,” Miller said of her students.
The video’s creation went smoothly,
but West Bolivar staff noted the

in the lyrics.

challenges in planning content.

were simple: Educators would

“All year long, they’ve been kind of

challenge each other to create a video

going back to this song and using it

“Capturing the essence of what goes

showing how they were preparing

to teach different things in ELA,” Cox

on here at West Bolivar Elementary

students for the next level of literacy

said. “We kind of adopted that song

within that time period was a

proficiency and upload the video to

not just for her third grade class, but

challenge, but we tried our best to

their schools’ and districts’ respective

for the whole school. We had to make

get a snapshot of everything in there,

Summer 2019
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Principal Monique Lastique (front right) introduces Goodloe Elementary School cheerleaders before they perform
in their #NextLevelUp Challenge video. From left to right, front row: Keambriah Goines, Zaryona Reed; second
row: Kaleigh Slaughter, Zykeria Johnson, Coryeanna Davis, Zayla Morris, Jakayla Washington; third row: Aliyah
Handy, Joselyn Martinez; fourth row: Madison Rose, Kinsley Pierce, Taylor Lyles, Tiffany Mortaygo.
[including] how we’re working with

and reciting reading and test-taking

students — their kids — in the video,”

the students here,” Miller said. “I’m

strategies. The school’s elementary

she said. “With Facebook, there was

cheerleading squad also performs

a lot of tagging and sharing. It was

staff and how we worked on it together

cheers that incorporate various

probably the most-shared video that

as a team.”

strategies.

we have ever had.”

constantly hearing people talk about
the video, the kids and their energy, the

“It’s about the fun. We play hard, but we work hard, too.”
— Goodloe Elementary School Principal Monique Lastique
Jimmie M. Goodloe Elementary

“We’re always saying we’re training

The Results

The staff at Jimmie M. Goodloe

our students,” Principal Monique

The #NextLevelUp Challenge videos

Elementary School (Canton Public

Lastique said, “so that’s how we came

received widespread attention from

School District) did not wait to be

up with our theme: Training like a boss

news outlets to legislators.

challenged by another school — they

to test like a champ. It’s about the fun.

made their video because of the

We play hard, but we work hard, too.”

Gov. Phil Bryant appeared in a
video with McWillie Elementary

encouragement of their literacy coach.

Lastique said she was thrilled with

School (Jackson Public School District)

Throughout the video, students

the community’s response to their

soon after the challenge began, and

hard work.

then Mississippi’s representation in

train for literacy challenges while

Washington, D.C., took part in the

performing athletic feats — jabbing

“The students were like, ‘Did you

into punching mitts, dribbling and

see us? We were on Facebook.’ I mean,

passing a basketball, and crouching

they were super, super excited, and

“Congressman Bennie Thompson…

our parents were excited to see their

even had a video on Facebook with a

to sprint in a relay, for example —
School Focus
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principal challenging students in the

3 or higher during the initial testing

Burk said the #NextLevelUp

2nd Congressional District to level up

window has increased each year, rising

Challenge inspired schools to use social

and do well on the test,” Burk said.

from 69.6% in 2017 to 73.8% in 2018 and

media more often as a vehicle to reach

74.5% in 2019.

parents and community members.

In all, MDE reached more than
70,000 people on Facebook with the
videos, Director of Public Relations Jean
Cook said. That total, however, does not

Approximately 83% of third grade
students met the higher bar for the

“Gone are the days where we can
simply put a flyer in a kid’s backpack
and expect it to get home to the parent,”

include people reached by individual

MAAP ELA assessment for the 2018-

schools through their own social media

2019 academic year after the first

pages.

retest. Those who did not initially pass

Challenge videos, I think everyone sees

received opportunities to retake the

how important it is to be able to engage

test.

the community.”

According to MDE statistics, the
percentage of students scoring at Level

she said. “With the reactions they’ve
received from their #NextLevelUp

Student Representatives Join State Board
Junior Omar Jamil of Hernando and senior Shelby Dean of Clinton have joined the
Mississippi State Board of Education’s (MSBE's) student representative program.
Student representatives serve as non-voting members who provide input on policy
decisions that affect Mississippi public schools. Jamil and Dean were selected through
a competitive process from 52 applicants statewide. After the senior representative
graduates, the junior representative will promote to the senior representative position. A
new junior representative will be appointed annually.
“All the students we considered for the representative program are highly accomplished
and reflect Mississippi’s outstanding public schools,” said Jason Dean, MSBE chair. “The
board is looking forward to working with Omar and Shelby in the upcoming school year

Omar Jamil

and to the contributions of future student representatives.”
Jamil is a junior at DeSoto Central High School in the DeSoto Public School District.
He maintains a 4.266 grade point average, achieved a 30 on the ACT in the ninth grade
and has been involved with the student council, where he served as president during his
sophomore year. He is also a member of the Knowledge Bowl Team, Interact Club, Future
Business Leaders of America, International Club, chess team and theatre department.
“Every aspect of my current high school career that I have shaped has cultivated me into
the student the board of education needs to represent our statewide student body,” he said.
Dean is a senior at Clinton High School in the Clinton Public School District. She
maintains a 4.0 grade point average, is a member of the ACT 30+ Club and is active in

Shelby Dean

numerous student and community organizations including the National Honor Society, Mu
Alpha Theta, Fellowship of Christian Athletes and Science Olympiad. Dean has been a member of the student council
since seventh grade and most recently served as student body vice president. As a three-sport athlete, she fills key roles
in cross country, soccer and track. Dean plans to become a high school mathematics teacher after college.
“As a representative, I would keep in mind all of my peers and keep in mind what would be beneficial for all of them,
not just now, but in the long run, so that they can grow as peers, friends and eventually leaders in the state of Mississippi,”
she said.
Summer 2019
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Principals

OSI Program Focuses on Supporting Leaders

Kim Benton (standing) facilitates a Transformation Academy session for a cohort of educators from the Jackson area.
Brock Turnipseed

F

or elementary and middle

Improvement (OSI) piloted the

transformation of instruction in their

schools

Transformation Academy

schools.

identified

as

comprehensive support and

program

in January with the goal of supporting

Transformation Academy is rooted

Mississippi Department of Education

principals through professional

in WestEd’s Four Domains for Rapid School

(MDE), the agency’s Office of School

learning focused on jump-starting the

Improvement — turnaround leadership,

improvement (CSI)

School Focus
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talent development, culture shift
and, most importantly, instructional
transformation — which guides leaders
toward rapid school improvement.
Through instructional transformation,
true classroom transformation begins
with leadership from the principal.
Therefore, Transformation Academy
views the principal as the central figure
in instructional transformation.
“Knowing this allows us the
opportunity to provide supports that
can be utilized by participants to
address instructional challenges that
they might face,” said OSI Executive
Director Sonja Robertson. “And what

Jerry Moore (second from left), a lead school improvement coach with the Mississippi
Department of Education Office of School Improvement, guides an activity during a
Transformation Academy session in Greenville.

better way to do that than to put into
with

The A-teams' feedback through

at looking at what is happening

their A-teams and mapped their

the first three sessions provided a

instructionally in the building and how

instructional systems, focusing on

foundation for the construction of a

a shift in practice can improve what is

current instructional practices as

personalized 90-day action plan that

going on in the classroom?”

they related to planning, providing,

will be implemented during the 2019-

enhancing and adjusting instruction

2020 school year. The plan consists

to meet the needs of students.

of seven practices, and participants

place professional learning aimed

Two cohorts consisting of the
principal and a district decision-

Participants

worked

maker from each CSI school met once

March’s session was devoted to

a month from January to April. After

helping participants take a look at

each session, participants had focused

how their schools build students’

assignments to complete between

capabilities as learners and how they

sessions.

could remove barriers and create

The first assignment was to create
A-teams — a leadership collective

opportunities.
When

educators

try

to

see

identified high-priority items and
aligned them with their objectives from
the previous sessions and those in their
overall CSI plans.
“I

truly

believe

that

when

administrators can avoid getting bogged
down in the managerial matters that
happen while running a school and

of teachers and administrators the

things from the same vantage point

principal tasked with examining where

as students, it “helps to support

his or her time was being spent. Because

administrators by ... intentionally

daily managerial tasks can consume

seeing the school experience from the

"When instruction is sound, teachers

a principal’s day, the opening session

perspective of their students, especially

are teaching and students are learning

tasked participants with designing a

as it relates to what they are engaging

— and it is at the caliber and quality

team that could provide insight and

in related to daily instruction,”

it needs to be — I believe the culture

feedback to their leader in regard to

Robertson said. “Being purposeful about

will shift, leadership will be viewed

factors associated with instruction. The

seeing through the students’ eyes gives

as transformative and each child’s

team would also serve as a liaison to

administrators the opportunity to have

opportunity to have quality educational

help the principal better communicate

a different perspective and see through

experience will exponentially increase.

with the rest of the faculty.

a different lens.”

That is true transformation.”

Summer 2019
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are able to repurpose that time on
what is happening instructionally, then
they’ll see an impact,” Robertson said.
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Mississippi Public School Students
Named 2019 U.S. Presidential Scholars
U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos announced the 55th class of U.S.
Presidential Scholars this spring and recognized them for their accomplishments in
academics, the arts and career and technical education fields.
Two Mississippi public school students — Ruben Manasseh Banks, of Jim Hill
High School in Jackson, and Hamilton Wan, a Starkville resident who attends the
Mississippi School for Mathematics and Science in Columbus — were among 161
high school seniors honored this year.
Dr. Carey Wright, Mississippi’s superintendent of education, said the students, their
families and their schools should be proud of this national honor.
“This accomplishment is worthy of celebration, and the students who earned this
distinction demonstrate what diligence and commitment to academic and personal

Ruben Manasseh Banks

excellence can bring,” she said.
In a release, DeVos congratulated this year’s class of presidential scholars on their
achievement “both inside of the classroom and out.”
“Their hard work and commitment to excellence, no matter what challenge they
are tackling, will serve them well throughout their lifelong learning journeys,” she
said. “I have no doubt that many of tomorrow’s leaders are among this year’s class
of scholars.”
The White House Commission on Presidential Scholars selects scholars annually
based on their academic success, artistic and technical excellence, essays, school
evaluations and transcripts, as well as evidence of community service, leadership
and a demonstrated commitment to high ideals.
Of the approximately 3.6 million students that graduated from high school this

Hamilton Wan

year, more than 5,200 candidates qualified for the 2019 awards determined by outstanding performance on the College
Board SAT and ACT exams or through nominations made by The Council of Chief State School Officers, other partner
recognition organizations and the National YoungArts Foundation’s nationwide YoungArts competition.
Created in 1964, the U.S. Presidential Scholars Program has honored more than 7,500 of the nation’s top-performing
students with an annual ceremony in Washington, D.C. The program was expanded in 1979 to recognize students who
demonstrate exceptional talent in the visual, literary and performing arts. In 2015, the program was again extended to
recognize students who demonstrate ability and accomplishment in career and technical education fields.

School Focus
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2019 TEACHER OF THE YEAR

Hannah Gadd
Lafayette High School Music Appreciation
Teacher and Choir Director,
Lafayette County School District
Brice Fortinberry
Hannah Gadd, the 2019 Mississippi

She pursues excellence in all that

Teacher of the Year, is making a

she does so she can set an example

difference in the lives of her students

for students and encourage them to

through the sound of music.

pursue their dreams.

Gadd, Lafayette High School’s music

“Music inside and outside of the

appreciation teacher and choir director,

classroom can motivate students

applies a simple mantra — motivating,

to work together to achieve levels

understanding

sculpting

of excellence they otherwise would

independent citizens, also known as

not be able to achieve,” Gadd said. “It

MUSIC — as her teaching doctrine,

helps teachers and parents understand

she said, because every moment is a

students by providing connections

chance to influence a student’s life

with them on a personal level and

for the better. Gadd’s ability to reach

sometimes bridging the gap between

her students through music education

tough topics and issues that teenagers

has won her recognition at the school

face today. As an educator, it is my job

district, congressional district and state

to show students their full potential

levels.

and help them understand that it is OK

and

to be a work in progress. Participating

in a music program gives students the
skills to succeed in the real world.”
Gadd’s experience and success in
the classroom has not gone unnoticed.
LHS Principal Glenn Kitchens said she
is the one of the best teachers he has
had the pleasure of working with. He
recognizes the impact Gadd makes
on her students and said her passion
for music and seeing others succeed
is what makes her so valuable to the
district.
“She is enthusiastic and passionate
about fine arts education,” Kitchens
said. “She believes in the impact music
can have in the lives of people and
works passionately to support students
on their individual paths toward a
bright future.”
Gadd’s ability to impact the lives
of students was also noted by Dr.
Carey Wright, Mississippi’s state
superintendent of education, while
she honored educators earlier this year.
“The level of commitment to their
students and their professions are

Top right: Hannah Gadd poses with State Superintendent of Education Carey Wright
after Gadd was honored as the 2019 Mississippi Teacher of the Year.

worthy of distinction, and they are
shining examples of the exceptional
educators we have throughout the

Bottom left: Gadd interacts with students while playing the piano.
Summer 2019
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THE FIRST OF

GTECHS Family Celebrates
Inaugural Graduating Class
Golden Triangle Early College High School graduate Kayla Hairston receives her diploma during a May ceremony at East Mississippi
Community College.
School Focus
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Carl Smith
news article that came out about it,”

who earned enough college credits

the mother said. As the deadline

to receive either an associate degree

lmost five years ago, the

for applications approached, Tereda

or a technical certificate from the

Hairston family took an

said she still had doubts about the

community college.

academic leap of faith.

alternative setting, but her daughter

This fall, Kayla will start her

was confident about her next academic

freshman year at the Mississippi

step.

University for Women.

Photos by Michael Stewart

A

An opportunity caught the attention

of Tereda and her eighth grade
daughter, Kayla: A new school was

“We sat down one night, and she

“[Making the jump to GTECHS]

opening in the Golden Triangle, and

said, ‘I’m looking at this for my future.’

was the hardest thing I’ve ever done,

administrators said it would provide

My mind immediately shifted,” Tereda

because nobody knew if this would

students the chance to complete their

said. “Why would I deny her something

work and I was leaving everyone

high school diplomas and earn college

that, in the long run, would completely

behind at my old school. I really had

credits in an actual college classroom.

benefit her?

to trust everyone,” she said. “I now

At the time, however, this new

“After looking at what they were

school — the Golden Triangle Early

offering — what she could come out

have the most amazing head start ever
because of GTECHS.”

“My daughter looked at me and said,
‘This is where I’m supposed to be.’”
 Tereda Hairston, on her daughter Kayla’s
—
interest in Golden Triangle Early College High School
College High School (GTECHS) located
at East Mississippi Community

with — it was obvious that this would
be a win-win,” she added. “My daughter

College’s (EMCC's) Mayhew campus

looked at me and said, ‘This is where

— was just an idea and had no data

I’m supposed to be.’”

or results to support its promised

In May, Kayla received a high

successes, as it would be the first of its

school diploma from GTECHS and

kind in Mississippi once established.

an associate degree from EMCC. She

Tereda and Kayla attended every

was one of 54 students graduating

local planning meeting and “read every

in the inaugural class and one of 41

Top right: Golden Triangle Early College High School graduate Richard Gathings
receives his diploma during a May ceremony at East Mississippi Community College.
Bottom right: Nathan Oakley, the Mississippi Department of Education's chief
academic officer, speaks during the graduation ceremony.
Summer 2019
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‘I’m Your Girl’
GTECHS Principal Jill Savely said

interest in leading the effort to apply
the model in Mississippi.

In 2015, she helped open the school’s
doors for its first academic year.

her involvement with Mississippi’s

“I saw how connected students

At the helm, Savely and state

first early college high school started

were to their schools and how much

officials had to figure out the logistics

completely by chance.

purpose they had. Those students felt

of operating a high school on a

like they were connected to family and

community college’s campus that

felt like they wanted to go to school

would allow students to cross over and

every day,” she said. “These were kids

take dual-credit classes. Numerous

who had not always been successful

issues needed to be solved, from how

in school, who didn’t like school and

to transport 60 students from the

who didn’t always feel connected

Columbus, Lowndes County, Starkville-

to school. But there was something

Oktibbeha Consolidated, Noxubee

happening in these early college high

County and West Point Consolidated

schools that was connecting these kids

school districts to and from school

to education, and that’s what sparked

to how to harmonize a high school

my interest.

schedule with an existing community

Savely, who served as an assistant
principal and principal in the
Columbus Municipal School District
for almost 15 years, was picked by
her district’s superintendent to join
other area administrators, Mississippi
Department of Education (MDE)
leaders and Mississippi State University
Research and Curriculum specialists
on a 2012 trip to North Carolina, where
educators observed that state’s early

college’s class schedule.

college high school model. It was a

“When there were rumblings about

similar trip two years later that sold

[GTECHS opening], I said, ‘When you

“It never seemed hard, but there

Savely on the potential these schools

get ready to find a principal, I’m your

was always work to do. And I think the

offered students and cemented her

girl,’” Savely added.

reason it never seemed hard is because

School Focus
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Opposite page: Members of the Golden
Triangle Early College High School Class of
2019 toss their mortarboards into the air
during a May graduation ceremony at East
Mississippi Community College.
Left: The Golden Triangle Early College
High School Class of 2019 is pictured as
incoming freshmen.

we were just as excited as the kids to

never thought about that came up and

success stories from other families

be here, so we were all about finding

had to be dealt with. Those kids did

with graduating seniors. The common

ways to get it done, rather than finding

the things we asked them to do. They

theme from those conversations, he

things that wouldn’t absolutely work,”

understood why, when and how we

Savely said. “There’s pretty much

needed to make changes. Without their

said, was how the alternative setting

always a way to get things done, so

flexibility and willingness to be here,

you just have to figure out what it is

we couldn’t have made it successful.”

and how it works for you — that’s the

The Talk of the Community

attitude our staff took going into this.
We decided in the very beginning we
were going to find out how to make
this work for the kids and do it right
for them.”

daughter would succeed in school.

go to college; some don’t like the large

Academically, Kayla was “always a

high school scene and structure; they

good student” but “marched to the beat

may need smaller classroom sizes;

of a different drum,” her mother said.
The success of Kayla’s transition
to GTECHS allowed Tereda to “see her

Savely said, as future classes did not

child in a different light.”

freshmen moved up to 10th grade, a
new cohort of freshmen joined the
school. This process continued until
all four grades were comprised of
students.
“They helped make it all work, but
we also learned from them,” she said.
“There were initially things we thought

mold of a typical high school student:
some are the first in their families to

the inaugural class was invaluable,

the school’s first students. After those

“Some of these students don’t fit the

Tereda was always confident her

The maturity and flexibility of

experience many of the issues faced by

benefited students.

“It was astronomical how she
flourished. It was like weights were
lifted and she was where she wanted
to learn. I got to see her smile more

they may not feel challenged in your
typical high school setting,” he said.
“Each of these students brought their
own unique skills, deficit areas and
challenges, but we saw each of them
thrive in the GTECHS model with
smaller classes, opportunities for more

because of school,” Tereda said. “I

personalized instruction from teachers

remember when she came home and

and offerings of more-challenging

said she got her first A in a college

content through dual-credit courses.

course. For me, that feeling of pride
“To hear all of the positive stories

was beyond words.”
As one of the commencement

[about their children’s experiences at

might be big issues that turned out to

speakers

graduation

GTECHS] from the parents at May’s

be nothing or took care of themselves,

ceremony, MDE Chief Academic Officer

graduation ceremony, you really can’t

but then there were things that we

Nathan Oakley heard similar first-hand

put a price on that,” Oakley added.
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Students play on a new playground at
A.W. James Elementary in Drew. The
playground was built using donations
to the Sunflower County Consolidated
School District’s early learning
collaborative.

Early

OPPORTUNITIES
Collaboratives Offer Advanced Starts
to Young Children
School Focus
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Brice Fortinberry

M

ississippi Department

Jill Dent, the MDE’s director of Early

School District. There, MDE assistance

of Education (MDE)

Childhood Education, described ELCs

allows district administrators to offer

administrators

are

as a chance for local communities “to

pre-K programs within four of its

making strides to increase educational

establish, expand, support and facilitate

elementary schools.

opportunities for young children

the successful implementation of

The requirements and process for

quality early childhood education and

children to be accepted by an ELC

development services” and said grants

differ between school districts, but

with

are awarded based on the “evidence

each program offers at-risk students

increased readiness for kindergarten

of existing strong local collaboration,

a head start in a safe learning

in social, emotional, physical and

capacity, commitment, need, ability to

environment. At the Corinth School

academic areas. They allow children to

demonstrate enhanced outcomes for

District, for example, prospective

build language and vocabulary skills,

participating children and availability

students go through a screening

provide early detection for learning

of funds.”

process to be admitted into an ELC,

through the introduction of early
learning collaboratives (ELCs).
ELCs

provide

students

“Before she started, we were concerned she may not catch on
like other students. She was behind on talking, walking and
other skills she should have already mastered. Every month in
the program, we saw her change right before our eyes.”
— Pam Touchard, on her granddaughter who participated in
George County School District’s ELC
deficits and equip parents and children
with a positive outlook on education.
Th e

2013

Early

“Having a high-quality early

said Tanya Nelson, the director of the

childhood education experience will

district’s Early Childhood Education

help children develop working memory,

and Literacy program.

Learning

regulate their actions and gain mental

Collaboratives Act established funding

flexibility,” she said. “Having these tools

streams for the development of quality

will help children navigate school and

early learning programs for the entire

develop into an adult who successfully

state. So far, 18 ELCs operate in

functions in society.”

Mississippi, and each offers students a
foundational learning experience that
puts them on the path toward success
in the future. For the 2018-2019 fiscal

Without MDE funding, some school
districts would lose access to the vital
resource of early childhood education.

ELCs offer a secure place for at-risk
children and can be an alternative to
child care centers, she said.
“Each site has a formal registration
event in early spring. After that,
registration is ongoing throughout
the spring and summer seasons,”
Nelson said. “Children are screened at

year, the state Legislature granted

“Without this funding, our district

registration, and those who are most

$6.5 million for the upkeep of existing

would not have been able to extend

academically at risk are accepted

programs and the establishment of

our early childhood services to include

first. There is no charge to attend a

ELCs in Cleveland, Hattiesburg, Oxford,

4-year-olds,” said Leigh Ann Reynolds,

public school site or Head Start in

George County and Marion County

who directs early childhood programs

our collaborative like there is with

school districts.

for the Sunflower County Consolidated

private child care centers. Each site

Summer 2019
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Clockwise from upper left:
•

Students enjoy reading at the A.W.
James Elementary (Sunflower
Consolidated School District) early
learning collaborative in Drew.

•

A teacher interacts with students
at the A.W. James Elementary early
learning collaborative.

•

Early learning collaborative
students at Inverness Elementary
School (Sunflower Consolidated
School District) are dressed for a
school program.

collaborates with the local Head Start

District Superintendent Pam Touchard

Mississippi’s ELCs are setting

to ensure we do not diminish their

said. “She exited the 4-year-old class

a nationwide example for early

enrollment.”

reading and prepared to succeed in

childhood education, said State

In 2018, the MDE added five ELCs
across the state. With each new
collaborative, the lives of students,
faculty and families are changed for
the better.
“Words cannot describe the impact

school. Before she started, we were
concerned she may not catch on like
other students. She was behind on
talking, walking and other skills she
should have already mastered. Every

starting the ELC had on me personally.

month in the program, we saw her

My only granddaughter was in one of

change right before our eyes. It was

the first classes,” George County School

amazing.”

School Focus
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Superintendent of Education Carey
Wright.
“High-quality early childhood
education has a long-term impact
on student achievement. Increasing
access to high-quality pre-K is one
of the key drivers of rising student
achievement in Mississippi,” she said.

Summer 2019
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2019 PARENT OF THE YEAR

Leslie Fye
Starkville-Oktibbeha Consolidated School District
Leslie Fye, a mother of two

Fye also is instrumental in annual

children in the Starkville-Oktibbeha

fundraising activities for Starkville High

Consolidated School District, was

School (SHS). She previously served as

named the 2019 Mississippi Parent of

the parent-teacher organization class

the Year.

representative for SHS and Armstrong
Middle School, and she is currently the

A fierce champion for every student,
teacher and family in Oktibbeha
County, Fye’s infectious energy and
enthusiasm are fueled by her passion
for public education.
“I love Mississippi. It is my personal
mission to impact my sweet state in a
way that will lift us out of the legacy of
[being] the last in everything. I believe
the most powerful way to do that is
to improve public education for all
children, from the most gifted to the
most vulnerable,” she said.

president of the Starkville Foundation
for Public Education — an organization
that raises money to fund grants that
support innovative learning projects
and experiences for the district’s
students. This year, the foundation
raised more than $10,000.
Fye has been named Parent of the
Year at SHS two years in a row and
most recently Parent of the Year for
the district. She is known for her great
service in the school district and in the
community. Her involvement helps her

build relationships with students,
teachers and parents while working
on special projects in the schools. In
2016, she helped form the Mississippi
Public Education PAC because she
believes the best way to change the
culture, funding problems and policy
in public education is to change the
level of support and understanding of
our state legislators.
Research has repeatedly shown
parental involvement is a critical factor
determining the academic success of
students. As part of the annual Parent
of the Year program, Mississippi
Department of Education officials ask
each district to select an outstanding
parent who has made a significant
impact on school improvement efforts
in the school district.
The committee reviewed several
applications submitted by school
districts and selected a Parent of
the Year from each of the four
congressional districts. From those
four district winners, the 2019 State

Photo courtesy of the Mississippi Public Education PAC

Leslie Fye (second from left) stands with Mississippi State University President Mark
Keenum (center) and fellow members of the Mississippi Public Education PAC after
she was honored as Outstanding Community Advocate by the MSU President’s
Commission on the Status of Women in 2018.
Summer 2019
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Parent of the Year was determined.
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Toyota Wellspring Career Coaches Conclude First
Year of Student Outreach in Northeast Mississippi
Will Graves
For many students approaching

Through

the

Career

Coach

school districts within the tri-county

graduation, choosing the right college

Initiative funded by the Toyota

area. Those coaches helped students

or career path can be overwhelming.

Wellspring Education Fund (TWEF)

define their career goals and provided

A new program launched last year

through the Tupelo-based CREATE

them with an avenue to participate

in Pontotoc, Union and Lee counties

Foundation, students have support

in apprenticeships, internships, job

provides one-on-one guidance with

in achieving their educational, career

certifications and workforce training.

career coaches to ensure students are

and financial goals. In the 2018-2019

The coaches collectively connected

prepared as they move forward in life’s

academic year, it funded 11 career

with about 45,000 sophomores in a

next act.

coaches in 14 high schools in eight

variety of settings and placed students

From left to right: Career Coaches Dee Coleman, Thiquita Ward, Erica Golden, LaDonna Griggs, Mattie Jones, Jennifer Dale, Missy
Lunceford, Donna McCullar, Amy Alexander, David Simmons, Suzy Bowman
School Focus
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in more than 30 internships with local
businesses and industries. Each career
coach served as a mentor for about 230
students.
Union County School District Career
Coach David Simmons comes from an
industry background in transportation
and logistics, and that experience,
he said, makes it easy to engage in
real-world career conversations with
students who might not know which
direction to take after high school.
“I was encouraged by the openness
and willingness to be engaged in career
talks with our students,” Simmons
said. “We’re not asking about GPA;

Above: Lee County School District Career
Coach Dee Coleman discusses a project
with one of his students.

we’re not asking them to have a plan
of what they want to do. They are all
smart, they are all gifted and they
are all talented. We are using these
conversations to help each individual
student make a career. We are trying

Right: Lee County School District
Career Coach LaDonna Griggs prepares
students for interviews to begin Project
Search coursework set to begin later this
year through a partnership with North
Mississippi Medical Center.

to paint this picture that their career
is their vehicle of choice to help them
achieve their life dreams.”
One of the initiative’s areas of
focus is workforce development for
industries in Mississippi. There is a

about joining the workforce before

impacting the lives of young people

educators intervened and guided them.

and their families for generations to
come.

need for a more-qualified and more-

“There was no connection from

readily available workforce, and the

business and industry to the students,”

coaches use their connections to

she said. “We now have businesses that

Foundation consultant, said data and

different industries to allow students

will request students work or receive

statistics play a large role in education

to experience what kind of careers are

training in some capacity. We have

and helping students succeed. The role

possible for them. Many industries and

businesses that would love to host an

of a career coach, however, focuses on

businesses are working closely with

intern. Those businesses are calling us,

the student as an individual and helps

the coaches to create opportunities

and we are able to take those offers to

them see their own potential as a

for students who might not know

our students and see if that may be

member of society, he said.

what was available, and the economic

something they enjoy.”

Larry

Anderson,

a

CREATE

“We think sometimes ... we have to

development community is fully

The leadership at the CREATE

rely on numbers and data,” Anderson

invested in seeing these students

Foundation and the TWEF share the

said. “All of that is really important,

succeed.

same belief that they are looking

but when it comes down to individual

As a coach, New Albany School

to improve the future of industry

stories, we talk about changing lives.

District’s Suzy Bowman experienced

in Mississippi. More importantly,

My dad used to say, ‘If you plant an

firsthand how little students knew

they understand they are positively

acorn, it grows an oak tree to provide

Summer 2019
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shade for a generation.’ When you
can improve the trajectory of a young
person’s future, you are not only
impacting that young person, but you
are also impacting their family tree for
a generation.”
The impact of the career coaches
program was apparent throughout
the year. Many students experienced
successes they had previously not
seen.
“I had three students that were
selected by their school to participate
in the Base Camp Coding Academy in
Water Valley. While they were doing a
walk-through of the facility, they read
some information that explained how
the program can change the trajectory
of their lives, no matter what their
backgrounds were like. As they were
reading the article, one of them leaned
over and said, ‘This is us. This is us,’”
said Pontotoc County School District

Above: Pontotoc County School District
Career Coach Thiquita Ward helps
students complete the North Mississippi
Medical Center Health Academy
program.
Left: Tupelo Public School District Career
Coach Erica Golden interacts with a
student who completed the YouScience
program and assists in debriefing the
aptitude and interest report.

Career Coach Thiquita Ward. “They
were going to be the first high school

“They were going to be the first high school graduates
in their family, and they had something good to look
forward to after high school.”
— Pontotoc County School District Career Coach Thiquita Ward
graduates in their family, and they

experience to come together and

said TWEF Vice President Kristy Luse.

had something good to look forward

prepare for future years.

"Our career coaches were the risk-

to after high school.”
These coaches built relationships
with their students and worked hard
each day to see them reach their

“Next year will be more formative,

takers who stepped up, answered

and the third year will involve the

the job ads and interviewed for the

implementation and replication of
what we are doing now and what we
have learned over time. Our schools

positions they are in to help the
students in our area. Our economic

milestones. Now that the first year

all have different needs, so our school

sustainability — and the stability of

is complete, the CREATE Foundation

districts and career coaches are cross-

our region and state — depends on

and career coaches have enough

training and sharing with each other,"

this.”
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2019 ADMINISTRATOR OF THE YEAR

Lee Pambianchi
Northshore Elementary School, Rankin County School District
Will Graves
After an intensive statewide
selection process, the Mississippi

specialist for the Rankin County School
District.

Department of Education selected Lee

Pambianchi said one of her main

Pambianchi, Northshore Elementary

goals as Northshore Elementary

School principal, as the 2019 Mississippi

principal is to instill a love of learning

“We want to build a relationship

Administrator of the Year.

for all students and to make a positive

where the community is learning from

impact in their lives.

our school and our students learn how

Throughout the year, Pambianchi

educators pride themselves on building
a mutual-learning community.

will have the opportunity to share

“My favorite part of being an

they can support our community,”

her experience and expertise with

educator is seeing the smiles on

she said. “We can learn so much

teachers across the state by presenting

children’s faces every day,” she said.

from members of our community. We

information at conferences that focus

“The best part about teaching is being

have had neuroscientists, legislators,

on improving education in the state.

able to touch lives and know that you

firemen, financial analysts and

After serving in school administration

play a small part in developing the

business owners come speak to our

for seven years, Pambianchi has a

people they will become.”

students, and these guests are able to

wealth of knowledge to share with
other administrators and teachers in
Mississippi.

Pambianchi knew from an early age
she wanted to become a teacher, and

see what we have to offer at Northshore
Elementary.”

she always dreamed of becoming a

Since she was selected, Pambianchi

school

principal. Although she was not raised

has shared her experiences with other

administration, Pambianchi spent

in a family of educators, her father

administrators and teachers, and

seven years in the classroom teaching

instilled in her a love for learning that

she continues to advocate for public

in different areas, including third grade,

carried into her career. Now, she works

education in Mississippi. At the end of

fourth grade language arts and seventh

to ensure every student enjoys learning.

the day, she said she loves her job and

Before

wo r k i n g

in

and eighth grade remedial reading. She
also spent one year as a curriculum

C ommunit y

invo lvement

is

important to Pambianchi, and
Northshore

Elementary

School

she strives to be a voice for students,
teachers and administrators across the
state.
“The most rewarding part of my
job — the thing that makes my job so
special — is getting to work with other
administrators, teachers and students,”
she said. “I enjoy working to make sure
that our students are learning and
growing. It is very rewarding to love
children with all my heart every day.
It is very rewarding to see them love
learning and yearn to learn more. They
will make this world a better place —

Northshore Elementary School Principal Lee Pambianchi interacts with students
during a Camp Invention STEM summer session.
Summer 2019
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that’s why I love what I do.”
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SAVE the DATE
SEPTEMBER
13-14, 2019

Jackson Convention Center

TRACKS
• Educators
• Policy Makers

HIGHLIGHTS
• Importance of early literacy
• Long-term economic impact on
communities and our state
• Culturally responsive teaching practices
• Critical steps to making 3rd grade
reading proficiency a reality

• Parents/Guardians

• Shared responsibility, shared
opportunity

• Community and
Business Leaders

• Struggling readers/students
with reading disorders
Registration information coming soon!
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